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ranging perspective on the current conditions impacting the United States housing 

market. This section reports on housing market data concerning remodeling, 

demographics, employment, a short on European debt, and conclusions. 
  

2+)3+,-41%&')1*,3&*/')%17$)6/)5%+81'%/)&,$+1$6%+)6%,$('6$8/)5%/1%$97$&*$6%*'%

increase later in the year. Of note in this commentary is the value of remodeling and 

new home construction. 
  

There was positive news on employment, both the U.3 and U.6 rates decreased; 

however, that was tempered by the Labor Force Participation Rate, which declined to 

early 1980s levels. 
  

The recession appears to be the factor for the apparent leveling off in household 

numbers, the decrease  in household formations, and children moving back in with 

*#$/,%7+,$)*1:%"-7/&+88-%*#/1%&+)%;$%./$0$6%+1%<7$)*-374%6$(+)6%! when the economy 

improves, this may lead to new housing buyers. 
  

Lastly, Greece ! the ramifications on the outcome of the Grecian debt crisis will have 

international ramifications. 
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 Remodeling indices  

 Households  

 Household formation factors 

 Employment 
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Economic deterrents to a meaningful housing recovery are 

unchanged 
 

! European sovereign debt crisis 

! European bank crisis 

! China ! continued growth, a soft or hard-landing??? 
 

Encouraging News 
 

! Unemployment rate (U.3 - 8.3%; U.6 - 15.1%) ! both 

decreased 
  

! The Labor Force Participation Rate decreased to 63.7%   
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In the upcoming slides we will look at remodeling: 
 

 Forecasts 

 Demographics 

 Marketing research 
 

While the remodeling sector appears to be promising, it 

may be constrained by: 
 

 Financing 

 Consumer sentiment 

 Contractor availability 

 Raw material and commodity costs 
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Positive news, several N A H B remodeling component indices rose above 50 in the 4th qtr of 2011: 
 

  Major additions: 52.3 (from 45.2); Minor additions: 50.1 (from 45.7);  

 Future activity bids: 50.7 (from 45.4); Appointments for proposals: 50.1 (from 43.3) 
  

=>?@A%%BC/*#%+%)3(;$,%'D%E$-%&'(7')$)*1%+;'.$%FGH%*#$%IJK%7,'./6$1%,$+1')%D',%53+,6$6%'7*/(/1(%

D',%,$1/6$)*/+8%,$('6$8/)5%5'/)5%D',0+,6LM                 Source: NAHB ® 
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Leading Indicator of Remodeling Activity (LIRA): 
  

B?'($%/(7,'.$($)*%17$)6/)5%/1%$97$&*$6%*'%/)&,$+1$%8+*$,%*#/1%-$+,M 

Source: www.jchs.harvard.edu/lira-glimmers-hope-remodeling-2012!
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Source: www.jchs.harvard.edu/sites/jchs.harvard.edu/files/2011_remodeling_color.pdf 

NKI>A%BO,'(%PQQF%*'%RGGQH%*#$%,$('6$8/)5%(+,E$*%)$+,8-%6'3;8$6%/)%1/S$%/)%

)'(/)+8%*$,(1%+)6%0+1%37%'.$,%TUV%/)%,$+8%*$,(1LM% 
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of total residential investment. However, changes in the remodeling share tend to be countercyclical: when the 

economy and housing markets are strong, spending on new construction generally grows faster than on 

,$('6$8/)5H%731#/)5%*#$%,$('6$8/)5%1#+,$%6'0):M%%Source: www.jchs.harvard.edu/sites/jchs.harvard.edu/files/2011_remodeling_color.pdf 
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NKI>A%%B?'($%7,/&$1%+)6%/(7,'.$($)*%17$)6/)5%&#+)5$1%/)6/&+*$%1/(/8+,%*$)6$)&/$1%/)%*#$%7+1*%

6$&+6$H%;'*#%/)&,$+1/)5%1/(38*+)$'318-%D,'(%RGGP%*'%RGGUX%0/*#%+%;'**'(%/)%RGGQM  , 

Source: www.jchs.harvard.edu/sites/jchs.harvard.edu/files/2011_remodeling_color.pdf 
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but accounted for 31% of total homeowner improvement spending (net of routine maintenance 

expenditures). The top 35 metros were home to 43% of homeowners but accounted for nearly 

FFV%'D%17$)6/)5:M               Source: www.jchs.harvard.edu/sites/jchs.harvard.edu/files/2011_remodeling_color.pdf  
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Source: www.jchs.harvard.edu/sites/jchs.harvard.edu/files/2011_remodeling_color.pdf!

>&&',6/)5%*'%NKI>H%BL%;+1$6%')%8'&+8%(+,E$*%&')6/*/')1%/)%RGGQ-10, several metropolitan areas 

appear well-positioned for an upturn in remodeling activity Z and many of the stronger metros are 

among the traditional top-spending markets.  Philadelphia, Baltimore, Milwaukee, and Chicago also 

appear promising. These markets may be poised for faster recoveries because they have older housing 

1*'&E1H%#/5#$,%/)&'($1%+)6%#'($%.+83$1H%+)6%+%8+,5$,%1#+,$%'D%371&+8$%,$('6$8/)5%$97$)6/*3,$1:M   
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According to Housing 360:  
 

B[86$,%#'($'0)$,1%17$)6%(',$%7+,*8-%;$&+31$%*#$%7,'Y$&*1%*#$-%3)6$,*+E$%+,$%8+,5$,H%;3*%+81'%;$&+31$%

*#$-%+,$%(',$%8/E$8-%*#+)%-'3)5$,%'0)$,1%*'%#/,$%7,'D$11/')+81%*'%6'%*#$%0',EM 

Source: Housing 360 
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Source: Housing 360 
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Source: www.remodeling.hw.net/remodeling-market-data/wheres-waldo-finding-those-homeowners-who-are-mos.aspx 

Hanley-C''641%BI$1/6$)*/+8%I$('6$8/)5%K)6$9%/6$)*/D/$6%*#,$$%#'31$#'86%*-7$1%*#+*%+,$%('1*%8/E$8-%*'%

spend on remodeling. In this hypothetical neighborhood of 28 homes, marketing ROI for ! of the 

#'31$#'861%\,$6]',+)5$^%/1%(3&#%;$**$,%*#+)%D',%*#$%'*#$,%#+8D%\;83$]5,$$)^:M 
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In the upcoming slides, we look at few variables that 

favor a housing recovery, when the economy improves: 
 

 Home ownership rate 

 Rental vacancy rate 

 Households and Household formations 

 Doubling-Up 

 Single households!
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As of the 4th qtr of 2011, the home ownership rate is declining slightly 
 

The homeownership rate of 66% was less than the 4th quarter 2010 rate of 66.5% 

and the 4th quarter 2011 of 66.3%. 
 

Historical home ownership rate: 60% - 65% in the 3-6$&+6$1%7,/',%*'%*#$%B;3;;8$M 

Source: www.census.gov/hhes/www/housing/hvs/qtr411/files/q411press.pdf 
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Source: USDOC-Bureau of Census  
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The U.S. apartment vacancy rate fell to 9.8% in Q3 2011. Bloomberg reported that Reis, Inc. estimated the vacancy 

rate declined to 5.2% - - a 10-year low in Q4 2011 - - *#$%8$+1*%1/)&$%RGGP1%$)6:%>1%+%&')1$_3$)&$H%BL,$)*%/)&,$+1$1%

are likely to continue this year, and the average effective monthly rent rose 2.3% year-over--$+,%*'%`a%bPHGGQ:M%"#/1%

also may be considered as a indicator for pent-up demand. With a recovery, future renters may become home buyers. 

Source: Calculated Risk®; USDOC-Bureau of Census; Bloomberg ! January 5, 31 & February 1, 2012  
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Percent of adults 18-24 living at home: 1983-2011 
 

B@$*0$$)%RGGF%+)6%RGPPH%*#$%7,'7',*/')%'D%-'3)5%+638*1%8/./)5%/)%*#$/,%7+,$)*1c%#'($%/)&,$+1$6:%[D%($)%+5$%Pd%*'%RWH%

59% and 50% of women in 2011, up from 53% and 46%, respectively, in 2005. College students living in a dormitory 

+,$%&'3)*$6%/)%*#$/,%7+,$)*1c%#'($:M              Source: www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/families_households/cb11-183.html 
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Percent of adults 25-34 living at home: 1983-2011 
 

B@$*0$$)%RGGF%+)6%RGPPH%*#$%7,'7',*/')%'D%-'3)5%+638*1%8/./)5%/)%*#$/,%7+,$)*1c%#'($%/)&,$+1$6:%"#$%7$,&$)*+5$%'D%

men age 25 to 34 living in the home of their parents rose from 14% in 2005 to 19% in 2011 and from 8% to 10% over 

*#$%7$,/'6%D',%0'($):M%   Source: www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/families_households/cb11-183.html 
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a7,/)5%RGGeA%%Q:e%((%<f'3;8$6-`74%#'31$#'861H%PeV%'D%+88%#'31$#'861X%a7,/)5%RGPPA%%RP:d%((%',%Pd:TV 
 

"#$%*'*+8H%UP:e%((%+638*1%\Re:eV^%0$,$%<f'3;8$6-`74%/)%RGGeH%,/1/)5%*'%UQ:R%((%\TGV^%/)%RGPP 
 

In these 3-slides, we see favorable demographics or potential pent-up demand for future starts and sales 
                         

                                Source: blogs.census.gov/censusblog/2011/09/households-doubling-up.html 
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Percent of households with one-person: 1960-2011 
 

Households with only 1-person: 13% in 1960; 28% in 2011 - - <=3&8$+,4%D+(/8/$1A%RRV% 
 

"#$%/)&,$+1$%/)%1/)58$%#'31$#'861%/1%)'*%D+.',+;8$%D',%#'31/)5%<6'0)4%*#$%,'+6 

    Source: www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/families_households/cb11-183.html 
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Generally, the relationship between households and household formations can be considered a 

lagging indicator of pent-37%#'31/)5%6$(+)6:%>1%7,$1$)*$6%+;'.$H%*#$%<g,$+*%I$&$11/')4%/1%+%D+&*',%

in the decline of formations.  When an economic recovery occurs, increases in formations may 

follow, which may bode well for starts and sales. The formation aberrations of 1980 and 2001 

where due to a change in Census methods.             Source: USDOC-Population 
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Employment L evel: 2002-2012 
 

We need to create 7 million jobs to get back to 2007s level and 120,000 per month to keep up with 

population growth.                Source: St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank- Federal Reserve Economic Data 
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Labor Force Participation Rate 
 

The LFPR peaked at 67.3% in early 2000, the aggregate number has declined by 3.6% to 63.7% as of January 2012. 

                Source: Chicagofed.org/digital_assets/publications/chicago_fed_letter/2012/cflmarch2012_296.pdf 
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Source: 1 Roubini Global Economics-Feb 1, 2012; 2Eurostat-Dec 2011   

Last month, Italy and associated sovereign debt and financial dangers were highlighted !  

Greece was not discussed; why? - - Well, because most do. 
 

g,$$&$%+)6%J+,&#%h%+%1$$,%,$7',*$68-%*'86%i+$1+,H%<Beware the ides of March4: 
 

j.$)%0/*#%;')6%#'86$,%<#+/,&3*14%+)6%+)'*#$,%7'11/;8$%(+11/.$%&+1#%/)D31/')%./+%*#$%",'/E+%!  
 

Greece is essentially bankrupt. Many analysts (including Dr. Roubini1) believe that Greece 

will have to be kept on cash infusions (life-support) or default ! hence, they may never be 

able to repay their debt. 
 

Greek GDP is projected to decline 4.9% this year, after a 5.7 % contraction in 2011. Without a 

;+/8'3*H%g,$$&$41%6$;*-to-GDP ratio is expected to reach 200% this year1. 
 

The unemployment rate is 19.2%; more troubling is the rate for < 25-year olds: 47.2%  

(Spain is worse: 24% and 48.7%, respectively)2. 
 

The ECB, IMF, and European Commission (the Troika); Greece; and bond holders are 

supposed to have the latest bailout (US$159 billion, to date, for a US$305 billion GDP country) 

and haircut deals completed by the 20th of March (not the ides of March, but close). 
 

g,$$&$H%/)%(+)-%,$17$&*1H%/1%*#$%<8/)&#7/)4%D',%0#+*%#+77$)1%*'%'*#$,%*,'3;8$6%j`%&'3)*,/$1%

and banks.  For Greece ! more bailouts, a default, or leave the EU?   
 

One, or a combination, has huge ramifications for the world economy and banking systems. 
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Construction spending is increasing slightly 
  

          an estimate based on Census data indicated that improvements 

          (i.e., remodeling) is on par with new SF construction 
 

          LIRA estimated the remodeling market was US$ 286 

          million in 2009 
    

 ! nearly 2.5X the estimate from 2009 Census data: 

    US $112.6 million  
 

         This indicates the impact of housing construction on jobs 

           and the overall economy 
 

The number of households is flat and formations have decreased 



Both the U.3 and U.6 unemployment rates decreased;  
 

however: 
 

N+;',%O',&$%k+,*/&/7+*/')%I+*$%6$&8/)$6%*'%UT:eVA%2+)3+,-%<PR 
 

  7 million jobs needed to get back to 2007s level  

  120,000 per month to keep up with population     

   growth 

 

The Greek financial drama is unfolding, we may have a final 

+&*%;-%J+,&#41%$)6 

G,0#7-./,0.!
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